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Thanks for the memo.Yes, please combine the charts and create one working document.  Chet may be able to 

help you find them on the computer.I think we have a copy of what we believe is the ONI file.LHO did take a 

Russian language test.To:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBcc:	 From:	Joseph Masih/ARRB   Date:	01/03/97 12:52:40 

PMSubject:	BallisticsI went through most of the ballistics files which you gave me. While I have not read the 

ballistics reports and other technical documents I did find four charts of previous work done by Tammi Long, 

Delaney Distefano and others. THe charts have some similarities in format, but generally there is redundancy 

in some areas and gaps in the record on others. My suggestion at this stage is to reconcile the various charts 

so that there is one working document. At that point we can then proceed and begin accounting for all of the 

tests and evidence which is at the National Archives or needs to be sent to the Archives.On another issue 

related to the project which you discussed with CHristopher and Tim the other day. I think you might find it 

interesting that in Oswlads ONI file, which we have, there is a sentence in a memo drafted by J.M Barron, 

written on 2 November 1959, stating" He speaks, reads and writes Russian but very poorly." How would ONI 

know that he is poor at all three? Did he ever take a language course at which he was evaluted or did he ask to 

have his self-taught Russian language skills tested? It is common practice during Army in-processing to be 

evaluated for language aptitude, but this is a general test called the Defense language Aptitude Battery 

(DLAB).  
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